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Introduction: My view of DevOps

Project Upscale

Dev: Scaling our system

Summary
Who am I?
What is New Relic?
Every minute New Relic handles:

40M+ HTTP requests
1.8B+ new data points
1000T+ events queried
The New Relic platform includes:

- 200+ unique services
- 4PB+ SSD storage
- 50+ agile teams
DevOps is a means for moving fast
Architecture
compliments
DevOps
DevOps is a *team sport*
Product

Platform

Site Engineering
Small, autonomous full ownership teams:

- Include Software Engineers & SREs
- Own runbooks and deploys
- Own on-call rotations and process
Embedded SREs are the key to DevOps
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Problem:

Growing very fast
Problem: Conway's Law
Project Upscale: Re-org *with a twist*
Redesign teams from bottom up
Self-selection
(is scary)
Team Charters
Service Transfer
Team Autonomy
Full Ownership
Facilitated self-service
Idea Flow
Product Council
Swarming
time allows you to release each project as you complete it, which increases the total value of your work.

Consider a team that has two projects. In this simplified example, each project has equal value; when complete, each project will yield $ in value every month. Each project takes three months to complete.

In Scenario A (see Figure), the team works on both projects simultaneously. To avoid task-switching penalties, they switch between projects every month. They finish Project 1 after five months and Project 2 after six. At the end of the seventh month, the team has earned $$$$$$.

In Scenario B, the team works on just one project at a time. They release Project 1 at the end of the third month. It starts making money while they work on Project 2, which they complete after the sixth month, as before. Although the team's productivity didn't change—the projects still took six months—they earned more money from Project 1. By the end of the seventh month, they earned $$$$$$$$$$. That's nearly twice as much value with no additional effort.

Something this easy ought to be criminal. What's really astounding is the number of teams that work on simultaneous projects anyway.
Experience

• Unlocked team velocity
• Service deprecation process
• Idea Flow focuses teams
• Improved availability
Don't Repeat Incidents Policy

• Time-boxed, focused efforts on incident root cause
NewRelic Emergency Response Force

- Small team (6-8 people) of Incident Commanders that intervene for more severe incidents
Experience

Good judgement comes from experience;

Experience comes from bad judgement
Agenda
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This is here
Facts about here

~3 posts/minute/agent

~8M posts/minute overall
Little's Law

\[ L = \lambda W \]

Queue Length
Arrival rate
Service time
\[ L = \frac{\lambda W}{n} \]

\[ \lambda = 8\text{M/minute} \]
\[ = 133/\text{millisecond} \]

\[ W = 0.139 \text{ millisecond} \]

\[ L = 18.5 \text{ to } 0.84 \quad n = 22 \]
END DETOUR
This is here
Facts about there

~3 posts/minute/agent

~14 posts/minute/agent

~8M posts/minute overall

~37M posts/minute overall
\[ L = \frac{\lambda W}{n} \]

\[ \lambda = 37 \text{M/minute} \]
\[ = 617/\text{millisecond} \]

\[ W = 0.139 \text{ millisecond} \]

\[ L = 3.89 \quad n = 22 \]
This is there
This is 3.89
\[ L = \frac{\lambda W}{n} \]

\[ \lambda = 37\text{M}/\text{minute} = 617/\text{millisecond} \]

\[ W = 0.139 \text{ millisecond} \]

\[ L = 3.89 \quad 0.84 \quad n = 22 \quad n = 102 \]
L = \lambda W/n

\lambda = 37M/minute
= 617/millisecond

W = 0.139 millisecond

L = \frac{3.89}{n} \quad n = 22

= 1.90 millisecond

= 0.84 millisecond

n = 51
Vortex

- De-coupled from DB
- Load *partially* passed downstream
- Coupled to service
- Client responsible for cache updates
Data stream
Vortex

- De-coupled from service
- Load not passed on
- Service owns updates

Agents

Account
Service

Account
Stream

Cache

Preload cache from Kafka
Dirac Event Transformer

- **Account ID**
- **Agent Run ID**
- **Event Data**

- **Decorated Events**
  - **App Name**
  - **Host Name**

**Agents**

- **Data not appropriate for a Data Stream**

**Cache**

- **Load partially passed downstream**
- **Directly coupled to DB**
- **DET responsible for cache updates**
- **4 hour fleet deploys**
Decorate the request

```
Start token

Client

Token

Create token

Server

Token

Send token

Store token

Create token

Send token

Send token
```
Streaming Event Decorator

- Standalone service with no dependencies
- Fleet deploy in seconds

Agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent Run ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decorated Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>App Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cache

Collector

Response

- Connect
- Agent Run Token

Agents

Data not appropriate for a Data Stream

DBs
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Dev: Improvements with positive Ops side-effects

Summary
DevOps enables teams to move fast
Project Upscale enabled New Relic to move fast
Don't forget about the Dev in DevOps
Thank You